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This interpretation plan has been instigated by Nevis Range to recommend ways in which the ski area 
development and natural significance of Aonach Mor can be made more understandable, accessible and 
relatable to all visitors, building upon already existing interpretation work and making further 
recommendations. This plan also aims to provide a definition and explanation of interpretation, so that 
Nevis Range may undertake some work towards its aims in-house. 
 
The approach to the development of this plan has been firstly to understand the resources and aspects 
we aim to interpret, including the unique aspects of Nevis Range and the surrounding landscape. This has 
been done through a combination of conversations with management and review of existing 
interpretation, both in-situ and drafts of potential material. From this analysis a set of key interpretive 
themes has been developed, describing the main messages which the interpretation should aim to deliver 
for visitors.  
 
The next stage considered and analysed who Nevis Range visitors are and to identify their potential 
needs. The visitor profile ranges from coach tours of retirees, large groups of foreign visitors, European 
travellers and sports participants – mountain biking in the summer and snowsports in the winter. By 
understanding our visitors we are able to recommend approaches which will engage with a broad range 
of visitors.  

Introduction & context  
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It is also important to consider the known and potential constraints upon the development of 
interpretation at Nevis Range. The context is primarily commercial, with available external funding 
targeted towards infrastructure and energy. Nevertheless, there are limited resources available and some 
key members of staff through which further development may be achieved. 
 
The proposed media are described, with recommendations made for short and long term implementation 
to allow for the interpretation to be developed over time as resources & funding become available.  
 
For this interpretation plan the following definition of interpretation has been adopted (FWDP).  
 

 It reveals the meaning of places, things, people & events  
 It encourages people to relate to the sense of place  
 It provokes and stimulates thought  
 It encourages exploration  
 It adds to enjoyment and is memorable 
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Aims of interpretation  
 
“Through interpretation, understanding; through understanding, appreciation; through appreciation, 
protection.” – Freeman Tilden  
 
 
Information in itself is not interpretation. Interpretation is a process aiming to reveal meanings, rather 
than simply convey factual information. It should relate to people and connect them with the subject 
matter. When Tilden talks about protection, this is the result of an emotional connection; a caring for the 
subject. The term ‘sense of place’ is used to refer to this sense of connection and significance, i.e. an 
appreciation that something is special (a place, a collection, an event or activity etc.).  
 
The Mountain Discovery Centre provides an opportunity to engage summer visitors with the messages 

which are significant to Nevis Range, both at an organisational and personal level, as many current staff 

have been involved since initial site development, or for many years. There is an opportunity to enhance 

the visitor experience by reinforcing the sense of place, and connecting people to the site and 

surrounding area. 

 

Meaning-making and visitor experience  
 
The learning process is understood as a discourse and visitors are no longer seen as “empty vessels” 
waiting to be filled with information, but active participants, and this informs the basis of most effective 
and modern interpretive practice. Visitors arrive with their own knowledge and experiences, some of 
which may relate closely to the subject of the interpretation, and through a combination of this prior 
knowledge and the interpretation meanings will be made. It is worth bearing this in mind when writing 
and designing interpretation, in order to keep the discussion both engaging and focused. For example, to 
communicate the impact of the weather upon operations at Nevis Range, it is not necessary for visitors 
to know how rain is formed in order to relate to rain and its effects.  
 
It is also important to acknowledge that visitors each learn and engage in different ways. It is therefore 
ideal to provide for as many interpretive outlets as possible. These might include text, images, sounds, 
audio-visuals, visual cues to subject matter such as sculpture, and artefacts – both to see and touch. 
Incorporating as many elements as possible, where appropriate, increases the chances of engaging 
successfully with visitors. It is important that interpretation helps audiences to make connections, ask 
questions and find personal relevance. This, in turn, has a positive effect on the visitor experience at-
large. 
 
Enhancing the provision of interpretation at Nevis Range has the potential to create an improved visitor 
experience, increasing the learning and educational opportunities for visitors and groups, and help 
visitors to form meaningful connection to Nevis Range through a greater understanding of the area, the 
environment and the activities of Nevis Range. 
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Site introduction  
 
Nevis Range is a ski area and mountain gondola on the northern slopes of Aonach Mor, located 7 miles north 

of Fort William, close to Ben Nevis, the highest mountain in Britain. Aonach Mor itself is part of the Ben 

Nevis Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and lies within the Ben Nevis and Glencoe National Scenic Area. 
The mountain provides a diversity of habitats 
including montane cliffs, semi-permanent snow bed, 
montane moss heath, upland heath and upland 
grassland, supporting a diverse flora and 
fauna. Aonach Mor supports a long-lying snow-patch 
at an altitude of 1120m, which has been a survey site 
for examining the effects of climate change on 
mountain flora and fauna. 
 
Skiing has taken place on Aonach Mor as long as 
anywhere in Scotland, from at least the 1930s, and 
there is a strong tradition of the sport in the area, 
which is already a major draw for outdoor activity 
seekers from all over the world. The gondola, which 

opened in 1989, runs from the car park at the base of the mountain, and during the summer provides fast 
and easy access to a mountain environment which would otherwise be inaccessible to many visitors. Visitors 
come from all over the world, with perhaps the greatest numbers during the summer coming from the UK 
and the Far East. From the top of the gondola spectacular views to the north and west are afforded on clear 
days, sometimes even with the Cuillin on Skye visible.  
 
Located at the top station is the large Snowgoose restaurant, which provides superlative views, with the 
option to go out onto a large balcony. The Mountain Discovery Centre (MDC), which is where the 
interpretation at Nevis Range is predominantly located, is situated below the restaurant, down a flight of 
metal stairs. There are large, north-facing windows along one wall which provide excellent views of the lower 
Aonach Mor slopes as well as down to Fort William, 
Loch Eil, the wider area and the opposing mountains. 
The Centre serves as a ski club hut in the winter, and 
is also used to store related equipment. Its primary 
use period as an interpretive centre is during the 
summer as it is not in use by the ski club.  
 
Mountain biking is also a primary development of 
Nevis Range, with a large network of trails 
(predominantly on FCS property) under their 
management. These trails are free to use, as are the 
toilet facilities. There are two trails which descend 
from the top of the gondola to the car park (requiring 
purchase of a ticket), including a downhill race track, 
which is used annually for a stage of the Mountain Bike World Cup, and event which draws around 20,000 
spectators. Nevis Range also offers suspended obstacle courses, similar to Go Ape! called High Wire 
Adventure, which are situated approximately 100m from the ticket office, and a tubing slide, Zoomtrax, 
located outside the top station. 
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Existing interpretation  

There is currently a limited range of interpretation on the local natural environment, weather and 
construction of Nevis Range. The Mountain Discovery Centre has not been designed as an interpretive 
centre, and is used by the ski club during the winter (and closed to visitors during this period). The following 
interpretive media are accessible during the summer, when the Discovery Centre is open to the public. 
 
 

Pre-visit and orientation 
 

There is a website page dedicated to the Discovery Centre located under the “Activities” menu, with a small 
amount of information about what it does and where it is located. There is also web-page dedicated to the 
history of Nevis Range, but the link is very small and located in the footer alongside links to policy and 
employment. The Discovery Centre is also mentioned in the Nevis Range promotional leaflet, which is 
distributed across the local area. 
 
There are two on-site orientation signs directing visitors to the Discovery Centre which feature a pine marten 
character (a common animal in the surrounding forests), located at the gondola exit at the top and within 
the restaurant. There is an additional orientation sign placed at the top of the stairs leading to the Discovery 
Centre. All of these are removed during the winter. 
 
Illustrated maps are available from the ticket office for 50p. These maps provide a very basic overview of the 
entire mountain, but do not serve as an effective navigational aid and do not provide detail on facilities or 
activities on offer. They are printed on thick card which is difficult to fold, and are intended as a souvenir 
rather than for practical use. Sales of these maps are limited. There is a separate walks leaflet available for 
£1, which shows a number of forest walks around the base of Nevis Range, as well as the two at the top of 
the gondola, in more detail. However, sales are limited, possibly because visitors going up the mountain do 
not regard this as a necessary expense, and visitors not going up the gondola are less likely to approach the 
ticket office. During the winter, paper maps of the ski area are available for free from the ticket office. These 
are very much a navigational device and illustrate the difficulty of each ski run. 
 
 

Panels & boards 
 

There are three purpose-built, wall-mounted panels, one with introductory information on natural 
environment, a wall-sized annotated photograph of nearby landscape and an annotated view from the 
window, situated below the window, which is slightly damaged, affecting its aesthetic but not its function.  
 
There are four large, free-standing display boards with laminated pictures and sections of text attached. 
These boards explain the construction of Nevis Range, winter activities, the weather and the green policy. 
The boards occupy a lot of space in a relatively small room. There are also some objects intended to be 
touched; two small sections of gondola cable alongside a small laminated page in a stand which explains 
them, and touch boxes and toys for children.  
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Objects 
 
There are some objects on display on the walls around the room including vintage skis, antlers, framed 
photographs and a Doppelmayr bell (large ornamental cow bell from Austria, donated by the lift manufacturer 
upon the opening of the gondola). This is situated on a shelf at waist height and is vulnerable to being touched or 
moved. There are also a number of gondola parts to see and touch at the gondola entrance/exit at the bottom 
station. These are laid out on a table and are available year-round, but are not annotated or interpreted. 

 
Much ski-related paraphernalia is evident during the 
summer, with lifts and an associated machinery visible 
to visitors. A piste groomer (a large, caterpillar-tracked 
vehicle used for smoothing ski runs) is usually parked 
outside the top station throughout the summer, and 
visitors are free to touch and take photos of it. There is 
an information sheet with photos placed in the window 
to explain the machine and show what it does in 
winter. 
 

 

Audio-visual 
 
Two audio-visual presentations are looped on a 
computer and TV screen, comprising of a photo 
slideshow and a show-reel of events and activities 
nearby including mountain biking, running and water 
sports. The show-reel is largely a promotional video for 
No Fuss Events, who use Nevis Range on a regular basis 
to stage events such as bike races and runs. 
 
 

Guidebook 
 
A self-published, ring-bound guidebook is available to buy for approx. £8 from the ticket office, and provides a 
detailed insight into the construction and activities of Nevis Range, with good quality photos. The book is based 
on a calendar template and is therefore an unusual format, being long and thin, with a top-edge bind. It could be 
beneficial to update and re-print this book. 
 

Educational visits 

While educational visits are offered on the Nevis Range website, uptake is minimal to nil, as Nevis Range is unable 
to provide a facilitator and therefore unable to demonstrate curricular benefits of visiting. Activities must fit with 
the aims of the curriculum for excellence, while the current offering of Nevis Range is predominantly recreational.  
Opportunity exists through the unparalleled access to mountainous and forest nature which Nevis Range affords, 
to offer a more educational experience for school groups. More recently Countryside Rangers have held activities 
at the top gondola station, but these are weather dependent and uptake has been limited. 
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The interpretive resource  

 
While planning further development of interpretation it is vital to consider the resources available to work 
with. At Nevis Range these include; 
 
 The physical resource presented by the fabric and features of Aonach Mor and the surrounding area, 

the significant natural heritage value and the ski area development. 
 
 The cultural and tourism resource presented by human activities in the area, especially the heritage of 

outdoor pursuits in the area. 
 
 The human resource, including people who will be involved in the development and delivery of 

interpretation projects. 
 

The Physical Resource 

 
Much of the area is currently owned by Rio Tinto Alcan, while the summits of neighbouring Ben Nevis and 
Aonach Beag are owned by the John Muir Trust. The upper area of Aonach Mor (above 800m) lies within the 
Ben Nevis SSSI, which is significant for a variety of flora and fauna. Lower areas are dominated by conifer 
plantation and woodland, owned and managed by Forestry Commission Scotland, and incorporate most of 
the mountain bike trails which are managed by Nevis Range. 
 
Nevis Range infrastructure is comprised of a bottom station, with offices, café, toilets, bike/ski hire and the 
gondola entrance, and a top station, with a restaurant. There is no dedicated space for interpretation and 
very little opportunity to do so, with most available space in regular use. There is limited space in the 
gondola entrance hall dedicated to local tourism leaflets and stands, however this area is not ideal for long 
dwell periods as it is noisy and often very busy with people board and alighting from the gondola. Located at 
the opposite end of the car park from the  
 
At the top station there is very limited space within the gondola area for lingering, and people are 
encouraged to proceed either outside or into the restaurant/shop area on the next level.  
 
There is a small gift shop, operated by Nevisport (a separate company to Nevis Range) which stocks a limited 
amount of basic outdoor clothing and essentials, as well as postcards and prints etc., but little directly related 
to the visitor experience. Nevis Range hire the retail space out to Nevisport, and do not have control over the 
stock.  
 
The restaurant is large, able to cater for functions, and features large windows on three sides which provide 
superlative views. The Mountain Discovery Centre is located below the restaurant and is accessed by going 
outside onto the balcony and down a flight of metal steps. This does limit accessibility significantly, especially 
to disabled visitors and during inclement weather.  
 
There are two fairly straightforward walks from the top of the gondola, heading either SW or NE, to 
viewpoints. While neither of these walks is accessible to wheelchairs, they are short at 1km or 2km return 
respectively, and are accessible to the majority of visitors in good weather. 
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Above the top station is a network of ski lifts which are inaccessible to visitors in the summer, with the 
exception of the Great Glen Chair, which runs at weekends throughout July and August, and allows visitors 
who purchase an additional ticket, to be taken approx. 1km east of the top station for views of the east face 
of Aonach Mor and the mountains to the east. There is opportunity for interpretation in this location, as 
visitors are able to disembark and take as much time as they wish before returning. 

 

The cultural resource 

 
The area is extremely popular with climbers and hillwalkers, with a great number of climbing routes on the 
steep eastern and western faces of Aonach Mor. There has been skiing on Aonach Mor since at least the 
1930s, and there was discussion of a permanent ski development as early as 1968, with Glencoe (1956) and 
Glenshee (1962) ski areas already in operation. Nevis Range eventually opened for the 1989 ski season. 
There are several current and recent staff members who were involved with the construction and early 
operation of Nevis Range, and there is an opportunity to capture their memories as an interpretive resource. 
 
The events and activities staged at Nevis Range are a significant focal point for the wider outdoor culture of 
the area, and there are close ties between Nevis Range and the various outdoor businesses in Fort William. 
Mountaineering guides and instructors, as well as recreational climbers use the access infrastructure 
throughout the year.  
 
There is a significant photographic archive of the pre-construction, construction and early operation of the 
ski area, donated by a local photographer. This will require review and selective digitisation. There may be 
potential opportunity to enlist the help of a volunteer or student to assist. 

 

The human resource 

 
Staff – Nevis Range staff are primarily operations and customer service orientated, with the exception of the 
Marketing department. They will be primarily responsible for delivery of interpretation, with potential 
opportunity to seek advice from FCS as a nearby partner. A local graphic designer who has some experience 
in interpretive design is regularly utilised by Nevis Range on an ad-hoc basis. Nevis Range has an expert 
workforce with regards to its operations and good contacts with other knowledgeable local people and 
organisations. There are a number of staff with construction expertise and Nevis Range has on-site 
workshops which are in use regularly.  
 
Volunteers – There is currently no provision for volunteering at Nevis Range outside of operations (ski patrol) 
and no plans to recruit more widely on this basis as the opportunity for their use is extremely limited. 
 
Regular users – There are a number of regular and long-time users who are well known to staff and in some 
cases have worked for Nevis Range in the past. There is opportunity to engage them for input. 
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Themes  

 
A small number of key themes have been identified by reviewing current interpretation and discussing the 
significant messages which Nevis Range wishes to communicate to visitors.  
 

Overarching theme  
 
The number of themes should be kept to a minimum so as to communicate acute and digestible messages to 
audiences. Some schools of thought emphasise only one message, proposing the planner asks ‘if I want visitors 
to leave knowing only one thing, what do I want it to be?’ With regards to Nevis Range, this overarching theme 
may simply be that operating in a mountain environment is greatly challenging (perhaps unexpectedly from the 
visitor’s perspective), as this is reflected in all of the identified themes below. These themes have been 
informed by review of previous, current and draft interpretive material as well as considering the key aspects of 
Nevis Range operations.  
 

Key themes  
 
The following themes have been identified:  
 
Theme 1. The Nevis Range gondola has to deal with some serious weather. All visitors to the Discovery Centre 
will have travelled on the gondola, and for many it is the primary draw for their trip. The weather can have 
significant effects on the running of the gondola, as well as the surrounding environment, and various steps 
must be taken to minimise these. 
 
Theme 2. Nevis Range was no ordinary construction. How did they get the cable up there? How was the gondola 
built? There is no road up the mountain so a variety of methods, including many helicopter trips, were needed 
during construction. The gondola cable is one single length over 2km long; a significant engineering challenge. 
 
Theme 3. Natural Nevis Range. The stunning natural setting, SSSI designation, unique flora and fauna, how Nevis 
Range contributes to conservation; protects and works with natural environment, sustainable practices.  
 
Theme 4. Nevis Range a tale of two seasons. There is a stark contrast to the two distinct seasons in the Nevis 
Range year; winter (snow sports, climbing, the ski club) and summer (MTB World Cup, High Wire Adventure, 
other activities). 
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Theme exploration & messages  

 

Theme 1 – Running the gondola in serious weather  
 
Nevis Range has to contend with the elements in all its activities. Even getting food to the restaurant isn’t 
quite as simple as it would appear. The key elements which affect or are apparent at Nevis Range are the 
temperature, lightning, wind and rain. Running the gondola should be the main theme to which all of these 
points refer. In this way, explanations of extreme weather can be related to something within the visitor’s 
direct experience of Nevis Range and its key attraction.  

 

Theme 2 – No ordinary construction  
 
It is recommended that this theme comprises a historical element as well an explanation of construction. It 
is not necessary to go into detail regarding the specifics of the planning process or who was involved but it is 
pertinent to highlight the existence of a thriving ski community long before development. It is also pertinent 
to include discussion on the use of helicopters as the primary means of transportation, and can be 
prompted in an interesting way – such as, “how a squirrel helped build Nevis Range”.  

 

Theme 3 – Natural Nevis Range  
 
Nevis Range is situated on the boundary of a SSSI. This special status is given to a protected area which is 
home to animals and plants which best represent Scottish nature. Nevis Range is also situated within the 
Ben Nevis and Glencoe National Scenic Area, a status give to somewhere with outstanding scenery, and 
which represents Scotland’s finest landscapes. Green practice and climate change are the key messages 
here.  
 

Theme 4 – Nevis Range: A tale of two seasons  
 
There is a contrast between the activities of Nevis Range during the two key seasons (i.e. the company 
activities, not nature, for example). Summer brings mountain biking and the world cup as well as opening up 
hill walks to everyday visitors. Winter allows for skiing and winter climbing. Many visitors who come here do 
not participate in these activities, but this does not mean that they will not be interested and inspired by 
seeing mountain bikers and skiers/snowboarders. Staff have expressed that many day-visitors ask about 
these activities, and there is an opportunity to communicate new experiences to visitors. 
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Audiences 

 
Nevis Range currently attracts in the region of 150,000 visits per annum. A review of ticket sales statistics, a 
small annual visitor survey, and staff observations suggest that the main audiences for interpretation at the 
site include: 
 
 Retired people 

 Tourists and holiday makers 

 Some families with young children 

 Organised groups; Coach tours (predominantly retirees and far-eastern tourists – their freedom to 

explore can be somewhat limited due to travel itineraries) 

 School groups (currently very seldom but management has expressed an interest in engaging  
 more) 
 
There are also some groups regarded as minority audiences, who are visiting for a particular purpose or 
activity. 
 
 Walkers (including some dog walkers – dogs are permitted up the gondola but not inside the 

restaurant or cafe) 

 Cyclists (mountain bikers) 

 Skiers / snowboarders 
 
Regular repeat visitors predominantly come for mountain biking or skiing, and are therefore not considered 
a key audience for interpretation as they are less likely to be accessing the same areas, or share the same 
motivations, as other visitor segments. Visitor surveys show that there are very few regular repeat visitors 
during the summer as most visitors are on holiday. Local people who go up the gondola generally appear to 
be accompanying visiting friends and relatives.  
 

To appeal to families: 
 

 Messages and media should cater for a mix of age ranges to encourage families to explore and learn 

together. 

 Key interpretive messages must be clear and uncomplicated so that parents feel confident in helping 

their children. 

 Real experiences and interactive experiences are most memorable, especially to children. 

 

To appeal to older and less active visitors: 
 

 Interpretation should be sited in easily accessible locations 

 Seating and rest areas should be incorporated 

 The shorter walk should be promoted to encourage people to venture outside of the restaurant area            

and explore. This could also be actively promoted to coach parties who may have limited time. 
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To appeal to tourists 
 

 Interpretation of the key themes or messages could be available in take-away format so that people 

can learn after their visit and hopefully return or encourage others to do so 

 Interpretation and orientation material on the website will help people to plan their trip 

 Orientation and introductory interpretation should be provided at entry points so that people can 
easily find their way and know what to expect, making the most of their time 

 

To appeal to formal education groups 
 

 Interpretive messages should be structured and match the needs of the Curriculum for Excellence 

 Pre and post-visit material related to these themes should be available 

 If possible, dedicated spaces should be provided for school groups to undertake activities 

 

To appeal to all visitors 
 

 If possible, a multi-sensory approach is important and should include audio and tactile elements to 

be most effective 

 Key interpretive themes and messages should be clear and uncomplicated, and presented in an 

accessible manner. Guidance exists on height of panels, reading level and text legibility. 

 Interpretation should be sited in locations accessible to all, and if not possible there should be an 

alternative 

 Guided visits are a very effective interpretive technique 
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Visitor experience objectives  

 
It is important to describe a set of objectives to define why interpretation should be provided and what it 
should aim to achieve. We want to enhance visitor experience: relate visitors to their mountain 
surroundings, find significance and sense of place by promoting and protecting conservation values/
sustainability measures, and connect people to the spectacular natural environment which surrounds Nevis 
Range. We want to inform visitors about Nevis Range, construction and the challenges faced in a sometimes 
harsh environment, and showcase Nevis Range as a multi-faceted activity destination and highlight presence 
on the wider stage. 

 
1. Learning: we want visitors to understand and appreciate 

 The unique construction and development of the ski area at Nevis Range 

 The significance of the natural heritage in the area 

 The natural beauty of the Scottish highlands 
 

2. Behaviour: we want visitors to 

 Be aware of the wide range of things to see and do 

 Feel confident about exploring the area without impact on nature 

 Have greater respect for the natural landscape 
 

3. Emotional: we want visitors to: 

 Discover something new, fun and exciting 

 Feel welcomed, relaxed and have an enjoyable time 

 Leave with a sense of satisfaction and fondness for Nevis Range 

 Be inspired to think more deeply about issues related to the interpretive themes 

 Become advocates of Nevis Range 
 

4. Economic: we want to; 

 Inspire visitors to take part in the activities and events at Nevis Range 

 Maximise income through the sale of products and experiences related to the interpretive themes 
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Constraints 

 
The research and consultation undertaken to inform this plan has identified the following issues which have 
been taken into account in developing the recommendations described for interpretation at Nevis Range. 
 
1. The primary constraint for this project is that budget is very limited and the recommendations have, 

therefore, been made with this in mind. It should be possible to undertake many of these changes in-
house. Additional panel design may be undertaken by the local designer who produces the seasonal 
brochures and leaflets, who has experience in interpretive design. 

2. The Mountain Discovery Centre is first and foremost a ski club property, which must be entirely 
available for their use during the winter season. While wall-mounted elements do not impact on 
other uses of the space, media which requires floor-space must be modular and portable so it can be 
easily removed and stored. 

3. Inclement and extreme weather is a frequent occurrence, so this must be a consideration of anything 
placed outdoors. Ideally any such elements should be extremely robust or designed to be removed 
and store in such instances. Signs for the Discovery Centre should be removed during the winter, as it 
will not be accessible to the public. 

4. Accessibility is a significant constraint due to the physical location of the Discovery Centre. This may 
be mitigated as much as possible by providing online material and interpretation in accessible areas. 
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Recommendations  

Recommendations are made based on an assessment of current provision, consideration of the identified 

themes and aims for interpretation. New interpretation should be consistent in presentation as currently 

the various displays and printouts are of various formats, styles and finish quality. Consolidating this 

information and re-presenting it would improve accessibility, longevity and effectiveness. A number of 

recommendations are made based on current resources, with a ‘wish list’ of several more if and when 

additional resources become available. Priority is assigned from a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being highest 

priority actions. 

Function Action Priority 

Visit planning  Website development; a page on the website dedicated to 

the interpretive themes, providing a remote alternative to the 

Discovery Centre 

2 

Arrival & 

orientation 

 Orientation signage to Discovery Centre 

 Gondola entrance object presentation improved 

 Re-designed map of site with detail on walks & facilities 

2 

2 

3 

Visitor 

experience 

 Seating and indirect interpretation 3 

Discovery 

Centre 

 New interpretation panels based on themes 

 Replacement or repair of damaged window panel & 

additional placement on balcony 

 Improved lighting/new light fittings 

 Improved presentation of objects 

1 

1 

  

2 

1 

Pre & post 

visit 

 Interpretive leaflet 

 Material for schools 

5 

5 

Great Glen  Interpretation panel 3 

Function Action (secondary - when future resources allow)   

Website  Interactive web page 4 

Arrival & 

orientation 

 Orientation signage to forest walks 3 

Visitor 

Experience 

 Volunteer ambassadors 5 

Discovery 

Centre 

 A dedicated interpretive space with permanent signage and 

exhibits 

 Greater number of objects on display and interpreted – 

potential for collaboration with Fort William Museum 

5 

  

1 

Guided walks  Programme of summer guided walks 

 Organised walks for schools / groups 

2 

4 
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Visit planning 
 

For an increasing number of people the primary resource for planning any trip or day out is the internet, 

and this is supported by visitor surveys and website analytics, which indicate a significant number of hits 

from outside the United Kingdom.  

While a small page does exist which informs visitors of the existence of the Discovery Centre, there is no 

online interpretation. The page regarding the history of Nevis Range is difficult to access and contains 

information on green policy too. The website offering could be greatly enhanced to offer more detail and 

insight into the world of a development like Nevis Range, which will be completely new to many visitors. It 

is proposed that the themes identified in this plan be given a dedicated page on the website, which will also 

serve as a mitigation for the current inaccessibility of the Discovery Centre to disabled visitors. In future, an 

interactive map could be an effective way of exploring the site and surroundings, but would require a new 

website platform – something which is in discussion currently. 

 

Arrival and orientation 
 

There is currently very little in the way of orientation towards the Discovery Centre; one sign above the 

door towards the restaurant in the gondola top station, one on the ceiling of the restaurant, and another in 

a different style at the top of the Discovery Centre steps. There is a desire to keep signage to a minimum on 

site to avoid confusion, so new signage should be carefully placed. It is proposed that these signs be re-

designed to match, with additional signage on the balcony door.  

More subtle cues could be employed, such as painted footprints on the floor which lead to the Discovery 

Centre. Visitors could be informed of this facility when purchasing tickets and redesigning the map to be 

more functional and less costly to produce would be beneficial, reduce the need for signage, and be 

included for free when purchasing a gondola ticket. Ticket prices are subject to annual review and often 

increase so costs could be incorporated into the price. 

 

Visitor experience 
 

There are a large number of superfluous spare chairlift seats in storage which could be used as benches 

both outside and in the Discovery Centre. Summer visitors don’t experience these unless they go on Great 

Glen chair, so there is an opportunity to highlight this experience. This technique is used at other ski areas, 

such as Whistler Blackcomb in Canada. Chairlift seats are provided for rest-stop seating and practice for the 

real thing – which also helps to improve health and safety by giving visitors a flavour of a chairlift seat.   

It could be worthwhile considering the use of volunteer ‘ambassadors’ as impromptu guides/casual contact 

points for visitors. These could be older, local people who are looking for a volunteering opportunity in 

exchange for a season ticket, as is done at other ski areas. It may be that capacity to fulfil such a service is simply 

not there. 
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Discovery Centre 

 
There are a number of actions which may be taken to improve the interpretation provision in the Discovery 
Centre. Current signage is haphazard, quite sparse and presented in a variety of styles.  It would be 
beneficial to collate and represent this information in a more interpretive manner, although it is clear that 
efforts have been made to do so. For minimal cost, interpretation boards could be designed and produced 
which would allow the removal of the large, blue, free-standing boards which dominate the room. These 
should be based on the identified themes, with input from knowledgeable staff members who can check 
accuracy.  

The panoramic panel below the window should be repaired, or ideally, replaced with a new and vibrant one. 
There is also opportunity to place a similar panel on the balcony above, which would address the need for 
greater accessibility.  

The existing light fittings could be replaced with modern spotlights which could be used to highlight the new 
panels and the objects. Current lighting is dim, potentially making reading difficult. Replacement of the lights 
will help to create a more pleasant atmosphere. 

Objects such as the Doppelmayr bell and the gondola components are vulnerable to vandalism, accidental 
breakage, touching, removal, misplacement, etc. These could be re-presented in a simple, bespoke case or 
mount. This would also allow for some interpretation of the bell, and re-presentation of the gondola cable, 
as well as providing space for more objects to be presented (e.g. t-bar handle, mountaineering equipment – 
which can be securely fixed to the display but still touched by visitors). Being able to see and touch real 
objects which many summer visitors may not come into contact with, like an ice axe, could add a real thrill 
to the experience*. A basic design could be discussed with the designer and Nevis Range staff are capable of 
producing such a display in-house using available materials and workshop. 

*the Clachaig Inn in Glencoe uses an old ice axe as the handle for the main reception door. 

 

Pre and post-visit 

 
Currently there is no interpretation provision on either side of the visit. While it would be ideal to be able to 
provide an interpretive leaflet, it should be recognised that Nevis Range already produces Gondola, 
Mountain Bike, Snowsports, High Wire Adventure and Climbing leaflets. Adding more printed material at 
this stage may not be ideal, but a resource could be made available as a PDF download. This would also help 
to provide some material for schools, which may help to stimulate educational visits. Input from educational 
professionals should be sought, and there are a number of teachers and children at Lochaber high school 
who have an interest in snowsports, and may be able to relate what Nevis Range has to offer more directly 
to the curriculum. This will require proactive outreach to the school staff.  
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Secondary recommendations 

 
While it is acknowledged that resources currently do not allow for a larger-scale or long-term development, 
it is important to consider the potential if and when resources become available. A variety of 
recommendations are made in this regard, with the aim of building upon the previous, currently achievable 
actions. A dedicated, accessible interpretive space would be the ideal solution, with remote access 
interpretation available via an interactive website. There is great potential for the presentation of 
interesting objects which would be very unique. For example, chairlift chairs, a gondola cabin, 
mountaineering equipment and in-depth stories of the pioneers of Scotland’s mountain heritage.  

There is potential here for a link with the West Highland Museum in Fort William, who may be able to 

collaborate on an exhibition or display. Ecological interpretation could be best presented by way of guided 

walks from the top station. This would require dedicated staff and/or volunteer time, as well as additional 

marketing resources, but would be an effective way of connecting Nevis Range visitors to their mountain 

surroundings.  
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